
Please see details of RIDOR’s below, we would not release the actual RIDDOR Report due to the 
details that it contains, hope this is sufficient.  If you require anything further just let me know. 
 
2016 

Date RIDDOR 
Reported 

Incident 

12/01/2016 When the Injured Person was lowering the bed the bed jerked slightly.  This 
caused the bed to hit the Injured Persons knee. 
 

11/02/2016 Whilst unblocking drains the Injured Person needed to lie on the ground to 
unblock the drain.  In the process the Injured Person cracked a rib on the edge 
of the manhole cover. 
 

28/02/2016 The Injured Person was putting dirty laundry in the dirty linen store.  The door 
closer did not hold the door back; the door closed injuring the Injured Persons 
foot. 
 

24/02/2016 The Injured Person was removing equipment when their feet became entangled 
in the machinery wires causing them to fall. 

17/03/2016 Injured Person was sanding down a door a large splinter of wood entered their 
hand requiring surgery for splinter to be removed. 
 

06/04/2016 Injured Person was using a microtome; injured person was in the process of 
activating the guard when fingers were caught on the blade. 
 

13/05/2016 A patient’s nasogastric tube became dislodged.  Injured Person attempted to 
aspirate patient, during second attempt Injured Person felt pain in their arm. 
 

02/11/2016 Injured Person was moving an operating table and finger got caught between 
the table and door stencil. 
 

10/11/2016 Injured Person was moving patient on bed into the lift.  When entering the lift 
the wheel of the bed dropped between the gap between the lift and the 
floor.  Pain in back felt. 
 

02/12/2016 Injured Person was removing bacon from the oven, fat spilt onto the Injured 
Persons wrist when tray was pulled.  Tins that are used to prep bacon were 
found to be bent. 
 

 
2017 
 

Date RIDDOR 
Reported 

Incident 

12/09/2017 The Injured Person knocked his knee against the drawer of a trolley that had 
been left open. 
 

17/11/2017 The Injured Person was preparing equipment to take bloods; Injured Person put 
hand into box and sustained a Needlestick injury. 
 



22/12/2017 The Injured Person was in the staff car park, Injured Person stepped from the 
kerb and into a large pothole losing balance and falling to the ground. 
 

22/12/2017 The Injured Person fell on external stairs when leaving the 
workplace.  Walkways and car park had not been gritted following snowfall. 
 

 


